
Miscellaneous (indeterminable) 

Mi1, ME 96/ 0433C, PE Hx 020, Square K+A+M, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown. No fingerprints. Polished. Squarish sec
tion? No impressions in fractures . Preserved surface part of small stroke incised. 
0 [1.33 x 0.46] Th. [0.35] . 

The inscription 
]vest. [ 

Comments: perhaps part of Cr2? 

Mi2, ME 96/ 0430D, PE Hx 021 , Square K, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown. No fingerprints. Polished. On fracture is 
seen a very fine string mark(?), which, however, could be from a straw; cf Misc 
3. On flat polished surface part of two almost parallel lines incised. Stylus medi
um to fine. Incision medium. 0 [1.2 x 0.9]. Th. [0.66]. 

The inscription 
]vest[ 

The inscription consists of two parallel strokes which may belong to one or two 
signs. 
Comments: This fragment may perhaps (because of context) belong to Cr2. If the 
impression in the fracture is from a straw it might perhaps better be understood 
as the fragment from a clay bar. 

Mi3, ME 96/ 0665F, PE Hx 023, Square K, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: hard dark red-brownish - burnt? No fingerprints visible. 
Polished surface . Inside all fracture (i.e. no string marks preserved). On curved 
surface has part of one curved stroke preserved. Stylus medium, rounded end. 
Incision medium. 0 [0.86 x 0.59]. T h . [0.46]. 

The inscription 
]vest[ 

The inscription consists of one deep curved stroke and one light straight stroke. 
The latter is probably accidental. 
Comments: The curved surface would indicate a crescent or less likely a medal
lion. Part of Cr2? 
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Mi 4, ME 97 /Misc 3A, PE Hx 024, From sieving soil 1997? 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine light red-brownish, worn. No fingerprints. No polish. 
Inside one fine narrow impression, probably straw; cf Mi2. On one surface, two 
incised strokes at slightly odd angles. Stylus medium, pointed end. Incision medi
um. 0 [0.92 x 0.95]. Th. [0.51]. 

The inscription 
] vest[ 
Comments: Too small to suggest any kind of document. 

MiS, ME 96/1145C, PE Hx 025, Squarer, Pass 3 
Miscellaneous, nodule?, fragment with part of two surfaces preserved. Clay: 
fine light brown-yellowish. Fingerprints. Polished. Inside heavy, crossed strings; 
cf Cr3. On upper surface, an impression? of object(?) with flat smface displaying 
faint unclear strokes. (Mpd. 0.7). On side, fingerprints and one incised stroke. 0 
[1.31 x 1.06]. Th. [0.88]. 

The inscription 
] vest[ 
The inscription consists of the fragment of a straight incised stroke. 
Comments: The impression is placed where one would expect to find a seal 
impression, but it is hard to identify as such. 

Mi6, ME 97 /Misc 2A, PE Hx 026, From sieving soil 1997? 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of one surface 
preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown. No fingerprints. Some polish. Solid interior, 
no imprints. On smface part of inscription. Stylus medium to fine with fine 
rounded end. Incision medium to light. 0 [0.34 x 0.55]. Th. [0.48]. 

The inscription 
]039[ or ]X-[ 
Comments: Too small to suggest a kind of document, although a clay bar is most 
probable. 

Mi7, ME 97 /0051F, PE Hx 027, Square <I>, Pass -
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: dark reddish-brown. No fingerprints preserved. Polished 
smface. On rounded surface part of a slightly curved stroke prese1ved. Stylus 
medium, rounded end. Incision medium to deep. 0 [1.02 x 0.67]. Th. [0.61]. 

The inscription 
]vest[ 
The inscription consists of one slightly cmved stroke. 
Comments: The curved surface would indicate a crescent or less likely a medal
lion. 
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Mi8, ME 96/Misc 4D, PE Hx 028, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: light red-brownish with imprints of straw inside. No fin
gerprints. Some polish. Inside fracture with imprint from straw. Smface incised 
with fragment of cross and a stroke. The stroke is done by a rather thick stylus, 
while the cross is fine. Incision medium to light. 0 [0.62 x 0.52]. Th. [0.46]. 

The inscription 
]vest[ 
Too little preserved to suggest any reading. 
Comments: Could perhaps be from clay bar? 

Mi9, ME 0967C, PE Hx 029, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of three smfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine, light red-brownish, patches of black smearing. Faint fingerprints. 
Polished. Squarish section? Inside all fracture - no string marks. On edge frag
m ent from a seal impression. On one side, a tiny fragment from a second seal 
impression and on the other side, an incision. If inscription the incision is light; 
stylus fine and rather pointed. 0 [0.93 x 1.12]. Th. [1.30] . 

The inscription 
]vest[ 

The seal impression, PE 054a 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately to well-engraved seal with flat 
surface and circular outline - Petschaft/stamp? Motif two thick strokes with fine 
Vs the inside the other, as fill. 0 [0.73 x 0.63]. Est. 0 1.4. 
The seal impression, PE 0546 
Tiny fragment from a moderately to well-engraved seal, apparently with flat sur
face. Only part of a stroke and the beginning of an object preserved. Mpd. c. 0.5. 
Comments: The inscription is most uncertain. The document is unique. There is 
a slim possibility that it may be from a broken roundel with an inscription on one 
side and a seal impression on the other side ( cf. SA W c 2). 

Mi 10, ME 0967 A, Squares B+ H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Part of three smfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine red-brownish. Fingerprints not visible. Polished. Triangular section? 
Shape unclear. Inside, string marks with knot or more likely a 'Wickelband' (Fig. 
72). On top, fragment from a seal impression. Side smoothed and reverse 
smoothed flat. 0 [1.90 x 1.28]. Th. 1.06. 
The seal impression, PE 003 
Incompletely preserved impression from a moderately engraved seal with flat sur
face and circular outline. Stamp. Motif intertwined double rope design. 0 [0.89 
X 0.59]. 
Comments: Could this be an unusual Type 05? or from a large peg sealing, Type 
07 A? Same seal found on D16. 
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Milt, ME 9610433A, Squares K +A+M, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Small fragment with part of two 
surfaces preserved. Clay: dark brown-reddish, fine-grained. Fingerprints. 
Polished. Rectangular shape? (has one straight side). No impression from string 
found in fracture . On upper smface part of seal impression; fingerprints on side. 
Bottom missing. 0 [1.25 x 0. 73] . Th. [O . 7]. 
The seal impression PE 007 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately to deeply engraved circular(?) 
seal apparently with relatively flat smface. Stamp? Motif dots close to rim with 
strokes attached. Mpd. [0.75 x 0.5]. 
Comments: Might also, like D11 , be a direct sealing, Type 07B? Same seal found 
on D11, Co6, and same fabric . 

Mi12 , ME 0967G, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of two smfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine light red-brownish. Polished. No fingerprints visible. Fractured all 
round. No definite string marks inside. On top fragment from a seal impression, 
Reverse flat or slightly curved, smoothed - perhaps pressed over object. 0 [1.01 
x 0.75]. Th. [0.48] . 
The seal impression PE 058 
Impe1fectly preserved impression from moderately to well-engraved seal with 
slightly curved surface, and no edge preserved; Motif curved object with cross
bars attached to another object. 0 [0.85 x 0.75]. 
Comments: Could well be a Type 7C (like D25 etc.). 

Mi13, ME 0967H, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of two smfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine, light red-brownish. Polished. Inside fracture, and unclear string marks. 
On top, fragment from a seal impression, while the side has clear fingerprints . 
Reverse missing. 0 [0.93 x 0.83]. [0.57]. 
The seal impression PE 059 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately to well-engraved seal with 
slightly curved surface, and no edge preserved. Motif curved object and straight 
strokes. 0 [0.9 x 0.52]. 
Comments: Could perhaps be Type 04 or 07C? 

Mi14, ME 0967N, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable . Type 08 . Parts of two surfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine , light red-brownish, little black smearing. Polished. No fingerprints 
preserved. Triangular section? Inside fracture, no string mark preserved. On top 
fragment from possible seal impression. Reverse is smoothed flat. 0 [1.22 x 0.84]. 
Th. [0.67]. 
The seal impression PE 064 
Imperfectly preserved impression from relatively deeply engraved seal with slight
ly curved surface, and no edge preserved. Motif part of object (animal? The pre
served outline of the animal's back fits exactly with that on seal PE 019). 0 [0.54 
X 0.60]. 
Comments: Angle of seal face pronounced compared to reverse. 
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Mi15, ME 96/Misc 4C, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: light red-brownish, fine. No fingerprints preserved. 
Polished. Inside fracture (no string marks visible). On top is the fragment of a seal 
impression. Side polished. Reverse missing. 0 [1.20 x 0.65]. Th. [0.40] . 
The seal impression, PE 049 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately deeply engraved circular(?) 
seal with slightly curved surface. Part of edge preserved. Discoid? Motif: indeter
minable motif - part of animal? Mpd. 0.8. 

Mi 16, ME 96/ Misc 4F, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Tiny fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: Fine brown-reddish, traces of black smearing. No :finger
prints. Polished. Inside fracture (no string marks). On top is the fragment of a seal 
impression. 0 [0.76 x 0.62]. Th. [0.23] . 
The seal impression, PE 050 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately deeply engraved seal with 
slightly curved surface. No part of edge preserved. Motif: very likely part of 
quadruped to right. Part of body, neck and one leg preserved; also part of object 
above back. Mpd. 0.76. 

Mil 7, ME 96/Misc 4G, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Tiny fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: fine brown-reddish. No fingerprints. Polished. Inside frac
ture (no string mark) . On top is the fragment of a seal impression. 0 [0 .74 x 
0.45]. Th. [0.28] . 
The seal impression PE 051 
Impe1fectly preserved impression from relatively deeply engraved seal. No part of 
edge preserved. Motif: indeterminable. Part of hieroglyph? Mpd. 0.74. 

Mi18, ME 96/ Misc 4J, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Tiny fragment with part of two sur
faces preserved. C lay: fine red-brownish. No fingerprints. Polished. Inside possi
ble traces of string mark. On top are markings which may be from a seal impres
sion. 0 [0.75 x 0.75]. Th.[0.40]. 
The seal impression: Perhaps part of an object; if from a seal it was deeply engraved. 
No edge preserved. Mpd. 0.5. 
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Mi19, ME 96/Misc 41, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, nodule? Type 08. Tiny fragment with part of two surfaces pre
served. Clay: fine light red-brownish. No fingerprints. Polished. Inside, clear 
impression from one thick and one ve1y thin string. On top, probably part of a 
seal impression. 0 [0.77 x 0.45]. Th. [0 .27] 
The seal irnpression, PE 052 
Imperfectly preserved impression from deeply engraved seal. No part of edge pre
served. Motif one indeterminable stroke clearly visible. Mpd. 0.67. 

Mi20, ME 96/Misc 4K, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Tiny fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: fine light brown. No fingerprints. Polished. Inside fracture 
(no string mark). On top most likely tiny fragment of a seal impression. 0 [0.46 
x 0.47]. Th. [0 .27]. 
The seal impression, PE 053 
Imperfectly preserved impression from moderately engraved seal. No part of edge 
preserved. Motif possibly four radiating strokes. 

Mi21 , ME 96/0433G, Square K+A+M, Pass 2 
Nodule, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two smfaces pre
served. Clay: fine, dark reddish-brown. Fingerprints. Polished. Inside/reverse 
string and knot identical to Co28 and ve1y similar to Co9, Co11 and Co7 (Fig. 
73) - clear fibres. Fingerprints on edge. 0 [1.45 x 0. 90]. Th. [0.64] . 
Comments: This fragment is probably a Type 05A (based on the knot). 

Mi22, ME 97 / 0025D, Square P, Pass 2 
Nodule? indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two surfaces pre
served. Clay: dark brown-reddish. Fingerprints not visible. Some polish. 
Slightly rounded shape. Triangular? profile. Inside, a large ve1y smooth angular 
object running obliquely through nodule. Reverse smoothed flat. 0 [1 .50 x 
0.89]. Th. [0.88]. 

Mi23, ME 96/0433D, Square K+A+M, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, unfinished document? Type 08. Fragment with part of two 
smfaces preserved. Clay: dark brown-reddish, fine-grained. Clear fingerprints. 
Polished. Flat-domed profile. Inside fracture, no string marks. Upper side with 
clear fingerprints. Reverse flat surface - perhaps pressed on wood. 0 [1.30 x 
1.04]. Th. [0.58]. 
Comments: Possibly lump. 

Mi24, ME 96/0389D, Square I:, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two surfaces 
preserved. Clay: brown-reddish finely gritted. Fingerprints. Some polish? 
Wedge-shaped. Triangular profile, ve1y marked edge between the two smfaces. 
Inside fracture + pressed against some curved smooth smface. One smface with 
fingerprints, the other smoothed flat. 0: [1.2 x 1.05]. Th. [0.9]. 
Comments: Possibly from a peg sealing (Type 07 A) ? 
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Mi25 , ME 09670, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of three surfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine, light brown-reddish. Polished. Squarish section? Inside impression 
from small peg? and string. Upper surface missing. Very clear fingerprints on side. 
Reverse smoothed, slightly curved. 0 [1.32 x 1.03] . Th. [0 .9]. 
Comments: Possibly Type SA. 

Mi26, ME 0967P, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Nodule, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of possibly three surfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine red-brownish, extensive black smearing. Polished. Fingerprints not 
visible. Squarish section? Inside impression from two parallel strings. Not much 
preserved from sides and obverse. Reverse is smoothed and slightly rounded. 0 
[1.63 x 0.88]. Th. [0.67]. 
Comments: Part of upper surface probably preserved (black smearing). 

Mi27, ME 0967Q, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Nodule, indeterminable. Type 08 . Parts of two surfaces preserved. Clay: fine , 
light brown-reddish. Slightly polished. Inside impression from single string. 
Preserved surface has faint fingerprints. 0 [1.00 x 1.10]. Th. [0.55]. 
Comments: Possibly side oflarge Type 4 nodule? 

Mi28, ME 97 / 0030B, Square IT, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of two surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine, dark reddish-brown. No fingerprints . Polished. 
Rectangular shape. No string marks in fractures. One surface with possible trace 
of stroke and dot. 0 [O . 98 x 1.23]. Th. 1.12. 
Comment: Possibly unfinished clay bar. 

Mi29, ME 96/ 0430E, Square K, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of one surface 
preserved. Clay: fine dark reddish-brown. No fingerprints. Polished. Triangular 
profile? Inside fracture, no impressions. Small accidental cracks? on preserved sur
face. 0 [1.13 x 1.0]. Th. [1.04] . 
Comments: Possibly part of Cr2? 

Mi30, ME 0967S, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of possibly two surfaces pre
served. Clay: fine, dark brown-reddish. Some polished. The inside has a possible 
impression from two crossed strings, cf 0603B, 0040B and 0444B. Obverse is 
missing. T he side has fingerprints. T he document may perhaps have been pressed 
over small peg. 0 [0.92 x 0.86]. Th. [0.51]. 
Comments: Possibly Type 07? 

Mi31, ME 0967T, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08 . Part of one surface preserved. Clay: 
fine red-brownish, black smearing. Polished. Fingerprints not visible. Fractured 
all round. Inside fracture - no string marks. Obverse missing. Reverse apparent
ly smoothed flat. 0 [0.82 x 0.55]. Th. [0.63] . 
Comments: There is black smearing in fracture : broken before fire. 
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Mi32, ME 96/0665H, Square E, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Small fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: fine , dark brown-reddish. No fingerprints . Some polish. 
Inside only fracture , no impressions. On smface, an accidental(?) incision. 0 
[1.18 x 0.86]. Th. [0.61] . 
Comments: If the incision is from an inscription it was not very deeply incised; the 
end of the stylus was not very pointed. 

Mi33, ME 96/ 06651, Square E, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with part of two 
surfaces preserved. Clay: fine red-brownish, area with black smearing. No fin
gerprints. Polished. Two fine scratches on smface . Inside, only fracture , i.e. no 
string marks. 0 [0.87 x 0.68]. Th. [0.53]. 
Comments: The preserved shape/profile indicates that this fragment may be from 
a crescent. 

Mi34, ME 96/ 0835E, Square H , Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Small fragment with part of two 
surfaces preserved. Clay: fine , dark red-brownish. Fingerprints, some polish. 
Rounded shape? Irregular profile. Inside fracture (no string mark) . On top there 
is a depression, while the side has fingerprints. Reverse missing. 0 [1.17 x 0.68]. 
Th. [0.58]. 

Mi35, ME 96/Misc 4H, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Tiny fragment with part of one sur
face preserved. Clay: fine brown-reddish. N o fingerprints, polished. Inside frac
ture (no string mark). On top a dot with a cross - from seal impression? 0 [0 .70 
x 0.56] . Th. [0 .26]. 
Comments: The impression shows a dot with a cross. If from a seal it was deeply 
engraved. 

Mi36, ME 96/Misc 4L, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Tiny fragment with part of 1:me(?) 
surface preserved. Clay: fine brow n-reddish . N o fingerprints. Polish uncertain. 
Inside, two string marks meeting in V-shape. On top, thin lines. Bottom missing. 
0 [0.74 x 0.39]. Th. [0.39]. 

Mi3 7, ME 96/ Misc 4M, 1996, sieving of soil 
, . •.:, Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Two tiny fragments with part of 

one smface preserved. Clay: one dark brown-reddish, the other one reddish
brown. Both appear to be from the side of a larger nodule and both have clear 
fingerprints. Inside fracture (no string marks visible). 0 [0.94 x 0.70]. Th. [0.30] 
and 0 [0.76 x 0.68]. Th. [0.38]. 
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Mi38, ME 96/Misc 4N, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, nodules?, Type 08. Thirteen tiny fragments with string marks 
preserved. Clay: 1 and 2 dull brown earthy. Rest is usual archive clay. The strings 
marks indicate mainly fine parallel or crossed strings. Nos. 3, 9, 10 and 13 have 
also part of a surface preserved. Mpd: 1 1.47; 2 1.26; 3 0.86; 4 0.79; 5 0.75; 6 
0.77; 7 0.61 ; 8 0.70; 9 0.97; 10 0.80; 11 0.75; 12 0.66; 13 0.97 . 

Mi39, ME 96/Misc 40, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Five tiny fragments with part of one 
surface preserved. Clay: the usual fine red-brownish, all with traces of black 
smearing. No fingerprints . All appear polished. Mpd: 1 0.78; 2 0.78; 3 0.58; 4 
0.74; 5 0.74. 

Mi40, ME 96 / Misc 4P, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Five tiny fragments with part of a 
significant surface preserved, see below. 1. Dark brown-reddish clay. Side. 0 
[1.40 x 0.54]. Th. [0.54]. 2. Light red-brownish, two surfaces (Type 4?). 0 [0.98 
x 0.58], T h. [0.63] . 3. Dark brown-reddish, two surfaces (Type 5?). 0 [0.75 x 
0.53]. Th. [0 .50] . 4. Dark brown-reddish, one surface with possible seal impres
sion. 0 [0.80 x 0.52]. Th. [0.45]. 5. Light brown-reddish, one surface with pos
sible seal impression. 0 [0.68 x 0.42]. Th. [0.33]. 

Mi41 , ME 0967V, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Six fragments different clays though 
all recognisable as document clay. a-c: almost rounded in section, same type as 
1196; cl with a possible curved surface (peg?); e has two parallel curved sides, pot 
sherd? f one flat smoothed surface. None with string marks. Mpd. 1. 1.00; 2. 
0.88; 3. 0.90; 4. 0.86; 5. 1.42; f 1.20. 

3 
6 

Mi42, ME 0967Z, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08 . Eight fragments, all with the usual 
fine red-brownish clay, few with some black smearing. All have irregular surfaces 
and/or irregular string marks - all probably due to some kind of straw. None 
have any recognisable characteristics. Mpd 1. 1.77; 2. 1.85; 3. 1.47; 4. 1.90; 5. 
1.20; 6. 1.57; 7. 1.85; 8. 1.73. 
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Mi43 , ME 0967X, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable . Type 08. Five fragments with ve1y fine 
yellow-pinkish clay, one piece (a) with some black smearing. With the exception 
of a there are no smfaces preserved. All solid clay, same clay as found on the clay 
bar Hh 016. Mpd. 1. 1.45; 2. 1.36; 3. 1.30; 4. 1.30; 5. 1.07. 

Mi44, ME 96/Misc 4Q, 1996, sieving of soil 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Minute insignificant fragments 
numbering 74 most fractured on all sides, some with remains of one surface. All 
pieces are archive clay. None with fingerprints . Some with remains of polish. 
Mpd. from 0.8 to 0.4. 

Mi45, ME 96/0967Y, Squares B+H, Pass 2 (no photo) 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable . Type 08. Small pieces (38) in the usual docu
ment clay, mostly fractured all round. Some with part of one surface preserved. 
Mpd. varies from 1.42 to 0.60. 

Mi46, ME 97 /0030C, Square P, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Fragment with part of one(?) sur
face preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown. No fingerprints . Polish? Fractured, no 
string marks. Mpd. [1.1]. Th. [0.35]. 
Comments: Perhaps piece like D19? 

Mi47, ME 97 /0045 , Square II, Pass 3 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Small fragment with no surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown. No fingerprints. No polish. No imprints. 
Fractured all round. 0 [1.42 x 1.04]. Th. [0.80]. 

Mi48 , ME 96/0665, Square E, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Three small fragments, each with 
part of one surface preserved. On the smfaces are faint incisions which may or 
may not be from incised strokes. 
Comments: Fragments with possible incised strokes. 

Mi49, ME 97 /0005, Square N, Pass -
Miscellaneous, direct? Type 08. Fragment with part of one smface preserved. 

'"" Clay: fine reddish-brown, burnt black on reverse. Apart from reverse, only fracture. 
On reverse impression from a single flat string. 0 [0.61 x 0.60]. Th. [0.38]. 
Comments: Probably direct sealing since the clay has been burnt black by the 
string. 

MiSO, ME 96/1196A, Square BA, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of three smfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine reddish-brown, black smearing. Fingerprints not visible. 
Polished. Square shape? Profile: disc with angle edges. Inside fracture; no impres
sions. Reverse/ top flat. 0 [2.06 x 0.95]. Th. 0.75. 
Comments: probably a small rod - no document? 
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Mi51 , ME 96/ 1196B, Square BA, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08. Fragment with part of three surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine light brown-reddish. Fingerprints. Some polish. Square 
shape. Profile: disc with angle edges. Inside fracture , no impressions. Reverse/ top 
flattish. 0 [1.66] x 0.87 . Th. 0.97. 
Comments: Probably type like MiSO - part of small rod? 

Mi52, ME 96/1196E, Square BA, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Fragment with part of three surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine light brown-reddish. Faint fingerprints . Some polish. 
Oblong shape, squarish section. Solid interior, no impressions. Reverse/top 
slightly groove-like. 0 [1.90 ]x 1.23. Th. 0.78 . 
Comments: Probably type like MiSO, MiS 1. Perhaps same as 1196B (no join) . 

Mi53 , ME 96/ 1196F, Square BA, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable, Type 08 . Fragment with part of three surfaces 
preserved. Clay: fine light brown-reddish, black smearing, also in fracture . 
Fingerprints. Some polish . Oblong shape, squarish profile. Solid interior, no 
impressions. 0 [2 .26] x 1.18. Th. 0.91. 
Comments: Same type as 1196A, B and E - part of small rod? 

Mi54, ME 0967R, Squares B+H, Pass 2 
Miscellaneous, indeterminable. Type 08. Parts of three surfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine red-brownish. Polished. Squarish shape? Domed section? Inside 
impression of string starting at reverse. Faint fingerprints on side . Reverse flat 
with small edge . 0 [0.95 x 0.77]. Th. [0 .63]. 
Comments: Perhaps not document. 

MiSS, ME 96/ 0835C, Square H, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, Bar? Type 08. Small fragrn.ent with three surfaces preserved. 
Clay: fine, light brown-reddish . No fingerprints . Polished. Oblong shape. 
Triangular profile. Solid interior. Reverse smoothed flat. 0 [1.77] x 0.83. Th. 
0.49. 
Comments: Unusual piece in this collection - recalls a few of the Psathi-teniakia, 
Type 5, cf Mytilineou & Hallager 2000, 52. 

Mi56, ME 96/ 0834&361, Square H, Pass 1 
Miscellaneous, unfinished document? Type 08 . Almost completely pre
served. Clay fine , light brown-reddish. No fingerprints visible. No polish visible. 
Rounded shape. Pear-shaped profile. Solid interior, pierced at top. 0 2.26 x 
2.03 . Th. 1.45. 
Comments: Glued to almost complete document in 2001. Appears as if it could be 
a very small medallion. Particularly resembles a small pendant rather than an 
administrative document. 
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